Abstract. Shakespeare wrote 154 sonnets during all his life. These sonnets are actually the thematic expression of his unique experience and thinking of time. Shakespeare not only describes time's ruthless consumption of beauty and love, but also displays that he has done all his efforts to surpass time and preserve immortality with two solutions, thus the most outstanding result of his philosophical thinking of time is that his bionomy and poetics comes into being.
sonnets, but also the first mini-sequence, a group comprising the first seventeen sonnets, often called the procreation sonnets because they each urge the young man to bear children as an act of defiance against time. In sonnet 2, beauty is conceived of as a treasure that decays unless, through love, its natural increase-marrying and having children-is made possible. As usual, in sonnet 7, the poet argues that the only way for the youth to ensure that he is remembered after he dies is to have a child, making it clear that this child should be a son. Sonnet 8 compares a single musical note to the young man and a chord made up of many notes to a family. In sonnet 11, the poet argues that the young man needs to have a child in order to maintain a balance in nature, for as the youth grows old and wanes, his child's "fresh blood" will act as a balance to his own old age. Sonnet 12 again speaks of the sterility of bachelorhood and recommends marriage and children as a means of immortality. Additionally, the sonnet gathers the themes of Sonnets 5, 6, and 7 in a restatement of the idea of using procreation to defeat time. This final point, that having children is the single means of gaining immortality, is most strongly stated in the sonnet's concluding couplet: "And nothing 'gainst Time's scythe can make defense/Save breed, to brave him when he takes thee hence"; In these lines, "Time's scythe", a traditional image of death, is unstoppable "save breed", meaning except by having children. Sonnet 13 furthers stating that death will forever vanquish the young man's beauty if he dies without leaving a child.
After Sonnet 17, when it seems apparent that the young man is unwilling to marry, Shakespeare presents another way in which to wage war against tyrannous time [8] . He says that his verse will always exist and be read and that if the young man is not alive in his posterity, through his verse his love will be forever alive. Sonnet 18 is the first poem in the sonnets not to vividly persuade the young man to have children. The procreation sequence of the first 17 sonnets ended with the speaker's realization that the young man might not need children to preserve his beauty; he could also live, the poet writes at the end of Sonnet 17, "in my rhyme". Sonnet 18, then, is indeed the poet's first attempt to preserve the young man's beauty for all time. An important theme of the sonnet (as it is an important theme throughout much of the sequence) is the power of the speaker's poem to defy time and last forever, carrying the beauty of the beloved down to future generations. The beloved's "eternal summer" shall not fade precisely because it is embodied in the sonnet: "So long as men can breathe or eyes can see", the speaker writes in the couplet, "So long lives this, and this gives life to thee". Sonnet 19 commands time not to age the young man and concludes by boldly asserting that the poet's own creative talent will make the youth permanently young and beautiful. In sonnet 21, not only does the poet grant the youth immortality through his verse, but because his enduring love is repeatedly stressed as well, the poet himself gains a kind of immortality. Likening himself to a distiller, the poet of sonnet 54, who argues that his verse distills the youth's beauty, or "truth" sees poetry as a procreative activity: Poetry alone creates an imperishable image of the youth. Sonnet 55, one of Shakespeare's most famous verses, asserts the immortality of the poet's sonnets to withstand the forces of decay over time, and continues this from the previous sonnet, in which the poet likened himself to a distiller of truth. In the couplet of sonnet 60, Shakespeare then stunningly declares that he has found a way to confound time: his verse, despite time's "cruel hand", will live on, and continue to praise the worth of the beloved. This is the often-invoked corollary to time's passage: the poet, disappointed that the young man will not defy time by having children, writes sonnet after sonnet about the mighty power of the "bloody tyrant" time, then declares that his poems will remain immortal, and will enable the young man's beauty to live forever. Quatrain three of sonnet 116 holds that love's undying essence prevailing against the "bending sickle" of time. Time's "hours and weeks" are "brief" compared to love's longevity, and only some great and final destruction of apocalyptic proportions could spell its doom.
At the same time, it is rather interesting and noticeable for us that at times Shakespeare's attitudes about breed and verse are not always constant throughout the sonnets [9] . Sonnet 15 also introduces another major theme that will be more greatly developed in later sonnets: the power of the poet's verse to memorialize forever the young man's beauty. "I ingraft you new", the poet says at the end of the sonnet, by which the poet implies that, however steady is the charge of decay, his verses about the young man will keep the youth's beauty always fresh, always new; the sonnets immortalize this beauty. Sonnet 16 continues the arguments for the youth to marry and at the same time now disparages the poet's own poetic labors, for the poet concedes that children will ensure the young man immortality more surely than his verses will because neither verse nor painting can provide a true reproduction of the "inward worth" or the "outward fair" of the youth. In Sonnet 17, in which the poet fears that his praise will be remembered merely as a "poet's rage" that falsely gave the youth more beauty than he actually possessed, thus expressing an insecurity about his poetic creations that began in the preceding sonnet. The sonnet's concluding couplet links sexual procreation and versification as parallel activities: "But were some child of yours alive that time,/You should live twice-in it and in my rime". The poet's task is an endless struggle against time, whose destructive purpose can only be frustrated by the creation of fresh beauty or art, which holds life suspended. Although the poet of sonnet 60 seems certain that time's destruction is inevitable, he is clearly no longer concerned that the young man has a child to ensure the immortality of his beauty. Now, the poet's own sonnets are the only security the youth needs to gain eternal worth.
In conclusion, whether explicit or implicit, it is no doubt that time is a prevalent theme throughout Shakespeare's 154 sonnets as a whole [10] . Time uncontrollably flies forever, and beauty and love will inevitably decay one day with time's passing. Time is the enemy; Time is Death. In order to shrug off time's cruel ravages, surmount time's powerful restriction and seek to immortality of beauty and love, Shakespeare turns to breed and verse. The solution of procreation is really the poet's well-meaning persuasion in the first seventeen sonnets. Since sonnet 18, due to the young man's unwillingness to get married and have children, the poet appears to have abandoned breed solution in favor of another: his versification. The poet's sonnets serve the same purpose as a son whom the poet wants the young man to father because they perpetuate the youth's beauty just as a son would. In fact, the sonnets are even more immortal than a son. The sonnets continue to be read even today, whereas the young man's progeny may have completely died out. Nowadays, Shakespeare's sonnets have been receiving high praise for their exquisite wording and imagery and for their refusal to stoop to sentimentality, and thus time witnesses these sonnets' immortality just as he boasts.
